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ABSTRACT
There are many complex factors that contribute to
whether a child with a congenital limb difference will use or
abandon their prosthetic limb. When compared to adults with
traumatic amputations, children with limb deficiencies are
less likely to use a prosthesis, and many of their challenges
are unique to being a child. Ultimately, for a child to adopt
their device, it must facilitate the effective performance of
daily activities and allow the child to be treated the same as
their peers. Although numerous pediatric devices are
available, they often fall short of these criteria by offering a
single open-close grasp and/or non-anthropomorphic
appearances. However, when looking to the field of adult
prosthetics, multi-articulating myoelectric hands can provide
multiple grasping configurations and have the benefit of a
more ‘hand-like’ appearance. If these designs are adapted for
pediatric users, their advantages have the potential to improve
device acceptance. In this paper we provide a critical
assessment of the state of upper limb prostheses for pediatric
populations. Furthermore, we suggest ways that we may
leverage recent advances in adult myoelectric devices to
begin removing the barriers to pediatric device adoption.
Finally, we discuss how current challenges in the adult
myoelectric field must be considered to effectively translate
this technology.
INTRODUCTION
It has been estimated that congenital transverse below
elbow deficiencies occur in approximately 1 of every 10,000
live births [1]. For these children, a passive prosthesis may be
prescribed as young as 6 months of age and active devices as
early as 18 months [2]. The use (and/or abandonment) of
these prescribed devices is a multi-dimensional challenge.
Parents play a vital role in the decision-making processes that
influence use and adoption while their child is too young to
make these decisions for themselves. It is common for
guardians to view their child’s limb difference as a deficiency
that needs to be addressed with an artificial limb [3].
However, when the child comes of age to make their own
decisions, prosthetic abandonment quickly become more
common [4].

Much like adult upper limb (UL) prosthetic users, device
abandonment is a common occurrence; however, in pediatric
populations it is a more prevalent and pervasive issue [5,6].
In 2007, Biddis and Chau reviewed 25 years of literature and
suggested that adult prosthetic abandonment rates varied
from 26% for body-powered devices to 23% for electric [5].
They further suggested that children face far more
complexity in the prosthetic arena, resulting in abandonment
rates for body-powered and electric prothesis at 45% and
35%, respectively [5]. Regardless of age, the key factors that
ultimately impact use and acceptance of prostheses can be
placed into three categories: social, prosthetic/technical, and
clinical/personal factors [5]. Appearance, functionality, and
weight can be further isolated as being particularly relevant
to children [4,7], and prosthesis usage is ultimately
contingent on providing sufficient functionality and cosmesis
to allow the child to be treated the same as their peers (social
integration) [8].
In this paper, we critically assess the state of UL
prostheses for pediatric populations with congenital limb
differences. Furthermore, we summarize the prevailing
technical and social challenges that prevent the wider spread
adoption of these devices. Finally, we suggest ways that we
may leverage recent advances in adult myoelectric prostheses
to begin removing the barriers to prosthetic acceptance and
reduced abandonment rates in pediatric populations.
CURRENT PEDIATRIC PROSTHESES OPTIONS
Current pediatric prosthetic devices will either be
passive (cosmetic), body powered, or myoelectric devices.
Although passive devices may often appear more life-like or
anthropomorphic in appearance, they lack critical
functionality as they do not provide the ability to actively
grasp. Body powered prostheses may offer many attractive
qualities including minimal weight, cost, ease of control, and
robustness. However, most of these devices are limited to a
simple open-close grasp which inherently requires the user to
employ compensatory strategies to achieve many daily
grasping tasks. When coupled with their often-nonanthropomorphic appearances, body powered devices simply
do not meet the functional and cosmetic demands to promote
social integration. Current pediatric myoelectric devices
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typically offer a single degree of freedom (open-close)
terminal device and in some cases wrist rotation. They
provide the benefit of control using the muscles native to the
affected limb which may remove the need for additional
cables and harnessing as well as body/shoulder movements
to control the terminal device. However, myoelectric devices
come with a number of practical challenges including
increased weight, often reduced robustness [7], slower
actuation of the grasper, and challenges achieving consistent
control.
Presently, body-powered prostheses are often preferred
to myoelectric devices when performing functional tasks [9].
Crandall et al. surveyed the satisfaction of pediatric patients
and their parents in relation to using their prosthetic device
during daily activities. In their cohort of 34 users between the
ages of 1 to 12 ½ years, body-powered devices were able to
achieve more functional tasks to the users’ satisfaction when
compared to passive and electric devices. Surprisingly, in a
long-term follow up more than a decade later, most of these
same patients were using a passive device [9], suggesting that
the current single degree of freedom grasping function
provided by an active prosthesis offers limited benefit relative
to no-grasping function at all. As a result, these patients
opted to use a passive device that, although less functional,
may provide improved cosmesis to help facilitate social
integration. Further empathizing the magnitude of these
challenges, in a survey-based study of 489 children with a
unilateral congenital below-the-elbow deficiency (321
prosthesis users and 168 non-users), James et al. found no
clinically relevant differences between prosthesis users and
non-users in validated measures of functional outcomes and
quality of life [10]. Furthermore, when investigating the
performance of various daily tasks, they found non-users
scored themselves higher than prosthetic users. This guided
their conclusion that pediatric prostheses may provide
cosmetic benefit for social acceptance or may be useful tools
for specialized activities, but at present, they do not appear to
improve patient function or quality of life [10].
GRASPING PATTERNS AND DAILY FUNCTION
Unlike the single degree of freedom grasping function
offered by current active pediatric prostheses, healthy intact
hands are incredibly dexterous with 27 degrees of freedom
[11]. Although it is possible to achieve a multitude of
complex postures with this available dexterity, most activities
of daily living are performed using a limited number of
common hand grasp configurations [12,13]. In fact, it has
been suggested that nearly 80% of common daily tasks can
be accomplished with as few as 6-9 standard grasp
configurations [12]. Therefore, we suggest that a significant
functional benefit may be provided to pediatric prosthetic
users if their devices offer multiple grasping configurations

to more effectively accommodate the performance of daily
activities. This challenge is not unique to pediatric prosthetic
users and closely parallels a very active body of work being
performed with adult amputee populations.
LOOKING TO ADULTS
In recent years, multi-articulating adult myoelectric
prosthetic hands have become increasingly available. There
are now numerous commercially available options with
individually actuating digits that can achieve a multitude of
common grasping configurations [14]. Table 1 adapts data
from a metanalysis of hand grasp literature [12]. Here, we list
the top 6 most frequently used grasp configurations by intact
hands in daily activities and compare them to the capabilities
listed in manufacturers’ literature of prevalent adult multiarticulating myoelectric hands [15–20]. Nearly all the top 6
hand grasp patterns are capable of being achieved with these
current adult devices. Beyond their added function, an
additional advantage inherent to their hand-like designs is
that these prosthetic devices also appear more
anthropomorphic or life-like than many of their bodypowered hook-and-cable counterparts.
Together the added function of multiple grasp patterns
and the improved cosmesis of adult myoelectric hands has the
potential to address two crucial factors that influence
pediatric prosthetic use. In fact, multi-articulating prosthetic
hands are beginning to emerge in the pediatric field. For
example, the Vincent Young 3 (Vincent Systems, Karlsruhe,
Germany) is sized for children age 8 and up, is capable of 13
individual grasp patterns, has four wrist options, and is made
of lightweight materials. However, these devices have only
started to become available and have yet to see widespread
adoption. There are a number of practical and clinical
challenges that will likely first need to be addressed.
MOVING FORWARD WITH PEDIATRIC
PROSTHESES
There are many considerations and barriers to multiarticulating myoelectric devices that may be both common
and unique to pediatric and adult populations. Device cost is
a significant and prohibitive barrier for both populations.
However, it is a distinct obstacle for pediatric patients as their
limbs and body are ever-growing. Therefore, unlike adults
where purchasing a single terminal device may be a longterm investment, the cost of children’s devices must reflect
the fact that a child will likely outgrow a device in a few short
years and multiple devices will be purchased over their
childhood.
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Table 1: Commercially Available Adult Multi-Articulating Adult Prostheses and Most Frequent Grasp Configurations used
in Daily Activities.

Grasps

Prostheses

BeBionic

i-Limb*

Michalangelo Hand

Vincent Evolution 3

Luke Arm

Taska Hand*

Power Grip

Precision Pinch

Key Grip

Tripod

Precision Disk

Prismatic 2 Finger

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Note: Prosthesis grasp data derived from available manufacturers’ literature Activities [15–20], and Grasp configurations adapted from
Feix et al. [12].
*prostheses allow for custom grasps to be programmed.

Furthermore, the growth of a child also poses a unique
barrier to achieving consistent myoelectric control. As
affected limb proportions changes so will socket fit and the
contact of electrodes over muscle control sites. This may
result in diminished, inconsistent, or intermittent device
control. In addition, most pediatric patients are born with
their limb difference. Effective contraction of muscles on the
affected side will inevitably require structured training and
learning prior to being used for prosthesis control. However,
here again we may look to advancement in the adult
prosthetic field to mitigate some of these barriers.
Commercially available control systems that employ
myoelectric pattern recognition may be a viable option in
alleviating some of these control challenges and facilitating
intuitive control over multiple grasp configurations.
Similarly, emerging experimental techniques that leverage
ultrasound-based control or force-myography may also
provide avenues for further investigation [21].
Finally, robustness and ‘bulk’ of a myoelectric hand
have unique and interconnected implications to pediatric
prosthesis use. When comparing activities of daily living
between adults and children, we suggest that children will
likely require a more robust device to facilitate the physical
nature of childhood play. Robustness typically comes at the
cost of a more rugged design with increased weight. Children
are more affected by the weight of the device [22] as they are
smaller and do not possess the same strength as a grown

adult. Furthermore, multi-articulating prosthetic hands are
innately heavier as they require motors and additional
mechatronics to actuate digits. This additional componentry
must also be housed within the device which may impact its
overall size. Therefore, as multi-articulating pediatric
prosthetic hands continue to emerge, significant attention
must be dedicated to developing devices that incorporate
lightweight materials and creative ‘low-bulk’ design
principles.
CONCLUSIONS
The factors that contribute to the use and acceptance of
pediatric UL prostheses are complex and abandonment is
highly prevalent. There have been many advancements in
adult UL prostheses that have yet to be leveraged which may
positively impact the pediatric arena. By adapting the
capabilities of adult multi-articulating myoelectric
prostheses, we can begin addressing some of the crucial
factors that are contributing to the disuse of pediatric devices.
However, there are numerous challenges that are unique to
this patient population that must be carefully considered to
inform and shape the development of future multiarticulating pediatric prosthetic limbs.
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